“TERROR” BY SCARE
QUOTE
Ten invented or scare quotes. That’s what the NY
Post employs in an effort to discredit the AP’s
latest report on the CIA-on-the-Hudson, this
time describing surveillance of Muslim college
students extending across the Northeast:
“civil rights”
“gotcha”
“workplace violence”
“workplace violence”
“civil rights”
“racist”
“racist”
“students”
“oppressed minority”
“suspect pool”

The concepts of civil rights, racism, oppressed
minorities, and suspect pools are bracketed,
presumably marking them as facetious or
illegitimate concepts.
The Pentagon, currently seeking the death
penalty for Nidal Hasan’s attack on Fort Hood,
is accused of treating the attack as “workplace
violence.”
The 9/11 hijackers, who did in fact enroll in
flight schools to learn how to turn passenger
jets into missiles, are accused of just posing
as “students,” presumably in an effort to
suggest that young adult Muslims studying at
colleges ranging from Yale to Laguardia
Community College who were surveilled by the
NYPD must also be posing too.
And it’s not just by using quotation marks that

the Post invents its own reality.
It suggests the NYPD has stopped “countless”
terrorist attacks, when the number of total
attacks in the last decade was fewer than 20,
and the two most important–Faisal Shahzad and
Najibullah Zazi–the NYPD missed.
Closely watching wannabe jihadis not
only at home but across the country and
around the world, the NYPD has foiled
countless terror operations,

It supports the claim that the targets of
surveillance here are wannabe jihadis by
suggesting that Mike Bloomberg and Ray Kelly are
simply not telling the public the evidence
justifying their profiling of innocent Muslims.
The AP story also breathlessly notes
that “the latest documents mention no
wrongdoing by any students,” even though
“Kelly and Mayor Bloomberg repeatedly
have said that the police only follow
legitimate leads about suspected
criminal activity.”
Was the AP born yesterday?
There’s always a gap between what public
officials say to the “gotcha” media and
what they actually must do — especially
when it comes to terrorism. If officials
could candidly talk about the daily
reports they get about possible lethal
jihadist activity, the country would be
in a state of permanent panic.

Never mind that the AP has published at least
two documents showing reports sent directly to
Kelly reviewing surveillance that admits no
underlying leads. The Post is willing to assert,
presumably having seen less raw data than the
AP, that there must be more terrorism there,
terrorism worthy of permanent panic if only we
knew.
The Post goes further, portraying the 9/11

hijackers as praying murderers.
On 9/11, America was shot in the back by
19 devout, praying Muslims,

I guess they were praying from the bars and
strip joints they were frequenting in the months
before the attack, then, because that’s how they
spent their time.
In the Post’s scare quote world, tactics that
have created a string of aspirational terrorists
(but missed the real terrorists backed by al
Qaeda) confirms a fiction that all devout
Muslims are wannabe terrorists.
Or should I say, “terrorists”?

